This third edition of a popular and well-known text follows the plan and intent of previous editions in being essentially a book for beginners in biometric work in the fields of medicine and public health. Considerable material has been added in the form of new illustrations and technics. The Reed-Merrell short procedure for constructing abridged life tables is included, with the necessary construction tables. The addition of a set of tables for quickly determining the statistical significance of differences between means will prove useful to many investigators. A new chapter on technics of measuring variation presents a useful technic for fixing abscissal limits in forming frequency distributions, and an exceedingly valuable method for the comparison of groups in respect of a number of measured characters. The terminology of the chapter on adjusted death rates has been revised, an improvement which will remove much of the now existing uncertainty regarding "adjusted" and "standardized" death rates. Sampling, population registers, and the retention of decimals in published statistical constants are new subjects touched upon.
However, several deficiencies are noted. The probable error is still used throughout the volume to no particular advantage over the standard deviation or standard error. No mention of reproductive rates is found in the fertility section of the otherwise excellent chapter on rates and ratios. The pictograph is not described in the chapter on graphic representation, while in the revision of this chapter the elementary standards in graphic work were omitted, thus removing from the literature another of the few reference sources for these simple but important and useful ideas. The section on sampling methods could have been considerably expanded, in view of the increasing importance of this subject. The reviewer cannot agree with the author that the book is improved as an introduction to medical biometry by the omission of the newer developments in statistical technic along the lines of small sample theory.
The volume retains the distinction of being the American standard in this field. If the beginner in biometry finds the later chapters on technics somewhat harder going than the preface has led him to expect, he will find adequate consolation in the excellence of the first six or seven chapters dealing with the history of vital statistics and the obtaining and presentation of data.
Pearl's ability to write interestingly of the driest of medical statistics insures that the reader, whatever the status of his statistical acquirements, will not be disappointed here.
J. H. WATKINS.
